Introduction
Van der Waerden's Theorem ( [9] ) states that for any partition of the positive integers N one of the cells of the partition contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions.
To formulate Hindman's Theorem ( [5] ) and the Central Sets Theorem we set up some notation. By P f (ω) we denote the set of all finite nonempty subsets of ω = N∪{0}. For a sequence xn ∞ n=0 in N we put F S( xn ∞ n=0 ) := { P t∈α xt : α ∈ P f (ω)}. A set A ⊆ N is called an IP-set iff there exists a sequence xn ∞ n=0 in N such that F S( xn ∞ n=0 ) ⊆ A. (This definitions make perfect sense in any semigroup (S, ·) and we indeed plan to use them in this context. F S is an abbriviation of finite sums and will be replaced by F P if we use multiplicative notation for the semigroup operation.) Now Hindman's Theorem states that in any finite partition of N one of the cells is an IP-set.
K. Milliken and A. Taylor ([7, 8] ) found a quite natural common extension of the Theorems of Hindman and Ramsey: For a sequence xn ∞ n=0 in N and k ≥ 1 put [F S( xn ∞ n=0 )] k < := nn P t∈α 1 xt, . . . , P
o , where we write α < β for α, β ∈ P f (ω) iff max α < min β. For an arbitrary set S let [S] k be the set of all finite subsets of S consisting of exactly k elements. If [N] k = S r i=1 A i then there exist i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} and a sequence xn ∞ n=0 in N such that
Let Φ be the set of all functions f : ω → ω such that f (n) ≤ n for all n ∈ ω. Then our main theorem may be stated as follows: Theorem 1.1. Let (S, ·) be a commutative semigroup and assume that there exists a non principal minimal idempotent in βS. For each l ∈ N, let y l,n ∞ n=0 be a sequence in S. Let k, r ≥ 1 and let
There exist i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}, a † The author thanks the Austrian Science Foundation FWF for its support through Project no. S8312. and Project no. P17627-N12 sequence an ∞ n=0 in S and a sequence α 0 < α 1 < . . . in P f (ω) such that for each g ∈ Φ,
We will review some properties of the Stone-Čech compactification as well as the definition of a minimal idempotent in the next chapter. In the case k = 1 the somewhat odd assumption that βS should contain a non principal minimal idempotent is not needed. In general this condition will be satisfied if S is weakly (left) cancellative, i.e. for all u, v ∈ S the set {s ∈ S : us = v} is finite and S itself is infinite (see [6] , Theorem 4.3.7). In particular the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 holds in the semigroups (N, +), (N, ·), (P f (ω), ∪).
The case k = 1 of Theorem 1.1 is exactly the Central Sets Theorem. (More precisely this is the version stated in [6] , Corollary 14.12. A discussion on the origin of the Central Sets Theorem can also be found there.) By further specifying (S, ·) = (N, +) and y l,n ∞ n=0 = l, l, . . . we get that all finite sums of elements of the arithmetic progressions an, an + |αn|, . . . , an + n|αn|, n ≥ 0 are guaranteed to be monochrome. Theorem 1.1 may be seen as a generalization of the Central Sets Theorem in the same sense as the Milliken-Taylor Theorem is a multidimensional version of Hindman's Theorem.
Preliminaries on ultrafilters
For a set S let βS be the set of all ultrafilters on S. For s ∈ S we will identify s with the principal ultrafilter of all subsets of S that contain s. If (S, ·) is a semigroup, the operation . · . may be extended to a semigroup operation on βS by defining
If βS is properly topologized it turns out to be the Stone-Čech compactification of S (where we regard S to be a discrete space). It can be shown that the operation . · . : βS × βS → βS defined in (2.1) is the unique extension of . · . : S × S → S, such that for each s ∈ S and each q ∈ βS the functions λs, ρq : βS → βS defined by λs(r) := sr, ρq(r) := rq are continuous. Applications of the algebraic structure of βS in partition Ramsey Theory are abundant. Examples are simple proofs of the theorems of Hindman and van der Waerden:
Idempotent ultrafilters (i.e. ultrafilters e ∈ βS satisfying ee = e) turn out to be tightly connected with IP-sets in S: A subset A of S is an IP-set iff there is an idempotent e ∈ βS such that A ∈ e. By a theorem of Ellis βS always contains an idempotent ultrafilter e and by the ultrafilter properties of e for any partition A 1 , A 2 , . . . , Ar of S there exists an i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} such that A i ∈ e. Thus A i is an IP-set.
βS always has a smallest (two-sided) ideal which will be denoted by K(βS). It turns out that for (S, ·) = (N, +) the elements of K(βN) are well suited for van der Waerden's Theorem.
Idempotents in K(βS) (which are always present) are called minimal idempotents. Not at all surprisingly minimal idempotents are particularly interesting for combinatorial applications. Subsets of S which are contained in some minimal idempotent are called central sets and that these sets satisfy the conclusion of the Central Sets Theorem reveals the source of the theorem's name.
See [6] for an elementary introduction to the semigroup βS as well as for the combinatorial applications mentioned in this section.
If S is an infinite set an arbitrary non principal ultrafilter p ∈ βS may be used to 
The proof of the main theorem
The following Lemma is the basic tool in the ultrafilter proof of Ramsey's theorem:
by downward induction on t:
Then there exists some i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} such that
. After iterating this argument k − 1 times we achieve S = ∅ ∪ S r i=1 B 1 (∅, i) which clearly proves the statement.
To formulate our key lemma we need to introduce some notation: Let S be a set and put S <ω = S ∞ n=0 S {0,...,n−1} . A non empty set T ⊆ S <ω is a tree in S iff for all f ∈ S <ω , g ∈ T such that dom f ⊆ dom g, g ↾dom f = f one has f ∈ T . We will identify a function f ∈ S {0,1,...,n−1} with the sequence f (0), f (1), . . . , f (n − 1) . If s ∈ S then f s := f (0), f (1), . . . , f (n − 1), s . For f ∈ S <ω we put T (f ) := {s ∈ S : f s ∈ T }. Lemma 3.2. Let (S, ·) be a semigroup such that there exists an idempotent e ∈ βS \ S, let k, r ≥ 1 and let
Then there exist i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} and a tree T ⊆ S <ω such that for all f ∈ T and α 1 < α 2 < . . . < α k ⊆ dom f, α i ∈ P f (ω) one has:
In the proof we will employ some basic properties of idempotent ultrafilters. For a set A ⊆ S we have A ∈ e = ee iff {s ∈ S : s −1 A ∈ e} ∈ e by the definition of the multiplication in βS. For A ∈ e let A ⋆ := {s ∈ A : s −1 A ∈ e} = A ∩ {s ∈ S : s −1 A ∈ e} ∈ e Then t −1 A ⋆ ∈ e for all t ∈ A ⋆ : It is clear that for t ∈ A ⋆ , t −1 A ∈ e. Furthermore t −1 {s ∈ S : s −1 A ∈ e} = {s ∈ S :
Thus in fact t −1 A ⋆ = t −1 A ∩ t −1 {s ∈ S : s −1 A ∈ e} ∈ e. (This is [6] , Lemma 4.14.)
Proof. Let i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} be such that B 1 (∅, i) ∈ e. (We use the notation of Lemma 3.1. Since i will be fixed in the rest of the proof, we will suppress it and write
Br(E) instead of Br(E, i).) We will inductively construct an increasing sequence of trees Tn ∞ n=0 , satisfying for each n ≥ 0, Tn = {f ↾{1,2,...,n−1} : f ∈ T n+1 } such that the for each f ∈ Tn the following holds:
(ii) If α 1 , α 2 , . . . , αr ∈ P f (ω), r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} satisfy α 1 < α 2 < . . . < αr ⊆ dom f and if
Trivially we may put T 0 = {∅}. Assume now that T 0 , T 1 , . . . , Tn have already been defined. Fix f ∈ Tn with dom f = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. For
. By assumption xr ∈ Br({x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x r−1 )} and thus B r+1 ({x 1 , x 2 , . . . , xr}) ∈ e for r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k−1}. Since xr ∈ Br({x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x r−1 }) ⋆ we have x −1 r Br({x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x r−1 }) ⋆ ∈ e for r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}. Define Tn(f ) to be the intersection of all sets B r+1 ({x 1 , x 2 , . . . , xr}) ⋆ , r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1} and x −1 r Br({x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x r−1 }) ⋆ , r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} such that indeed Tn(f ) ∈ e. Using this put T n+1 = Tn ∪ {f t : f ∈ Tn, dom f = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, t ∈ Tn(f )}. It is not hard to verify that this implies that the inductive construction can be continued: This is only interesting for dom f = {0, 1, . . . , n} and n ∈ αr (where r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}). Fix
and this implies xr
o" for all f ∈ T and α 1 < α 2 < . . . < α k ⊆ dom f we see that (2) holds.
From this Lemma one may directly derive the following strong version of the Milliken-Taylor Theorem:
Assume that for every idempotent s ∈ S there exists some m ∈ N such that s / ∈ F P ( xn ∞ n=m ). Then there exist i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} and a sequence α 0 < α 1 < . . . in P f (ω) such that
Proof. By [6] , Lemma 5.11 there exists an idempotent e ∈ βS, such that for all m ≥ 0, F P ( xn ∞ n=m ) ∈ e and by our assumption we have e ∈ βS \ S. Let i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} and T ⊆ S <ω be as provided by Lemma 3.2. We have T (∅) ∩ F P ( xn ∞ n=0 ) ∈ e. In particular this set is not empty, so we may choose α 0 ∈ P f (ω) such that
e, so we
. By continuing in this fashion we achieve a sequence with the required properties.
We remark that our restriciton on the idempotents contained in F P ( xn ∞ n=0 ) cannot be dropped: Consider for example (S, ·) = (Z, +) and xn ∞ n=0 = 0, 0, . . . : In this case [F P ( xn ∞ n=0 )] k < = {{0}} for any k ∈ N. Another possibility to avoid this difficulty is presented in [6] , Corollary 18.9: Instead of partitions of [S] k , partitions of S k i=1 [S] i are considered there. In the proof of Theorem 1.1 we will require the following: Theorem 3.4. Let (S, ·) be a commutative semigroup, let A ∈ e ∈ K(βS), let l ∈ N and for each j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l − 1} let y j,n ∞ n=0 be a sequence in S. Then there exist a ∈ S and α ∈ P f (ω) such that a Q t∈α y j,t ∈ A for each j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l − 1}.
Theorem 3.4 is a special case of the Central Sets Theorem and may easily be derived from the Hales-Jewett Theorem ( [4] ).
We are now able to prove our main Theorem:
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Fix a minimal idempotent e ∈ βS \S. Let i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} and T ⊆ S <ω be as provided by lemma 3.2. We will inductively construct sequences an ∞ n=0 in S and α 0 < α 1 < . . . in P f (ω) such that for all n ∈ N and all g ∈ Φ:
By the properties of T this is sufficient to proof the Theorem.
Assume that a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ∈ S und α 0 < . . . < α n−1 ∈ P f (ω) have already been constructed such that (3.1) is true for all g ∈ Φ. We have
Let m := max α n−1 . By applying Theorem 3.4 to the set Gn and the sequences y 0,k
as we wanted to show. There exist a sequence an ∞ n=0 in S, a sequence α 0 < α 1 < . . . in P f (ω) and for each m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} a monochrome set A (m) such that for each g ∈ Φ and each m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k},
Proof. We describe two ways to prove Corollary 3. 
. . , xm}), where {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , xm} are the m smallest elements of {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k } with respect to ≺. Then apply Theorem 1.1 to the colouring
It is clear that the resulting sequences an ∞ n=0 and αn ∞ n=0 satisfy the conclusion of Corollary 3.5.
The more complicated way to prove Corollary 3.5 is to start by extending Lemma 3.2. Pick a minimal idempotent e ∈ βS \ S. Choose by Lemma 3.2 for each m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} a monochrome set A (m) ⊆ [S] m and a tree T (m) ⊆ S <ω such that for all f ∈ T (m) and all α 1 < α 2 < . . . < αm ⊆ dom f, α i ∈ P f (ω) one has T (m) (f ) ∈ e and
is a tree such that for all f ∈ T, T (f ) ∈ e and for all m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} and all α 1 < α 2 < . . . < αm ⊆ dom f, α i ∈ P f (ω), { Q t∈α 1 f (t), Q t∈α 2 f (t), . . . , Q t∈αm f (t)} ∈ A (m) . By performing the proof of Theorem 1.1 with this tree T we again see that Corollary 3.5 is valid.
Conclusion
When applying ultrafilters to Ramsey theory one typically establishes that a set is non empty by showing that it is actually large, i.e. contained in a certain ultrafilter e. The Milliken-Taylor Theorem mentioned in the introduction states that for any partition A 1 , A 2 , . . . , Ar of N there exist i and a sequence xn ∞ n=0 such that [F S( xn ∞ n=0 )] k < ⊆ A i . In the spirit of the principle stated above, one could expect that after constructing the first n elements x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n−1 of the sequence, the set of possible choices of the element xn is contained in an ultrafilter e. Lemma 3.2 gives this idea a rigorous meaning. The combinatorial gain is that the sequence xn ∞ n=0 can be forced to satisfy additional properties: In our generalizations 3.3 of the Milliken-Taylor Theorem the sequence may be chosen from a predefined IP-set in a quite general semigroup. In appropriate commutative semigroups the variety of possible sequences is large enough to achieve the multidimensional extension 1.1 of the Central Sets Theorem.
